
KEY BENEFITS

 > Telco-grade, real-time 
performance monitoring and 
reporting for DMR Tier 3 networks

 > Cost-effective, simple, and easy 
to use

 > Cloud-based secure access, 
anywhere, anytime 

 > Real-time automated data 
processing and visualization, 
integrating multiple data sources  

 > Wide range of automated outputs 
and alerts 

 > Ongoing access to future updates 
to emerging capabilities

KNOW AND MANAGE YOUR 
NETWORK PERFORMANCE

and improve radio system access and 
performance. Aggregation of multiple data 
sources allows operators to confidently 
forecast their network’s future compliance 
to Key Performance Indicators. 

EnableInsight provides cloud-based, 
secure access with user-friendly 
dashboard views. Operators can pinpoint 
sites carrying too much traffic causing 
excessive network queuing, then take 
immediate action to minimize impact 

ENABLEINSIGHT

Improved DMR Radio Network Performance

L3Harris EnableInsight, powered by Tait, gives users invaluable 
tools for monitoring and optimizing performance of their DMR Tier 3 
networks in real time. This software solution eliminates the time and 
costs of manual steps involved in detecting network performance 
issues – providing automated event analysis, instant assessment  
and notification, greatly reducing the time from problem awareness  
to resolution.
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REDUCED DETECTION TO 
RESOLUTION TIME
Traditional methods of performance
management rely on a historical
reporting approach, often with manual
and complicated steps leading to
significant time investment, resulting
in delayed resolution of performance
issues. L3Harris EnableInsight provides
automated event analysis and instant
assessment and notification, facilitating  
a reduced timeframe from problem 
awareness to resolution. You can rest  
easy, because you’ll be the first to know.

ENHANCED CONTROL  
AND MANAGEMENT
Manage your solution’s performance
and compliance to KPIs. EnableInsight 
allows you to pinpoint the sites that are 
carrying too much traffic and may be 
causing excessive queuing on the network. 
Real-time visibility of these issues allows
network managers to take proactive
action to minimize impact, resulting in
improved access and performance of
the radio system.

PROACTIVE RESPONSE AND 
CONFIDENCE IN KPI ACHIEVEMENT
In addition to monitoring current
activity, EnableInsight utilizes
trending to enable network operators
to forecast the cumulative impact of
degraded system or business
performance across your mandated
reporting period. Improved visibility
allows you to rectify problems before
they become business-critical issues,
an effective insurance policy against
compromised performance in time
limited, SLA-based environments.
Greater confidence in the performance  
of the solution results in greater 
satisfaction of end users  
and customers.

REDUCED TRAINING NEEDS
Most traditional monitoring solutions
rely on expert users to operate and
analyze data. EnableInsight is an
intuitive solution designed to  
provide reduced reliance on skilled,
multi-disciplined operators. It includes
dashboard style information that can

be accessed by senior management
much more easily than getting the
data from traditional network
reporting tools.
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